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The new era of business VR.

Meet the all-in-one VIVE Focus 3. Delivering best-in-class graphics, ergonomic comfort, and
advanced business applications that will transform the way you work.
Get all-in-one VR with sharp resolution, powerful processing, and world-scale tracking right out
of the box. No tethered PC, base stations, or sensors required.

5K

Active cooling mechanism

All-in-One VR that goes all out for
graphics quality.
Visualize your creativity in crystal-clear brilliance. See
it and feel it before putting ideas into motion—no more
costly and time-consuming rework.
Always sharp: 5K resolution
See more naturally: up to 120° wide field of view
Smoothest visual: 90Hz refresh rate

Your viewing sweet spot.
Ultra-wide range of IPD (inter-pupillary distance)
adjustment (57mm-72mm) provides viewing comfort
for all. Easily find your sweet spot with the dial design
while wearing the headset.

Magnetic Face and
Rear Cushions.
Quickly attach, detach, and clean headset cushions.
Personal cushions provide better hygiene when sharing
the device.

Swappable battery design

VIVE Focus 3 Specs
Headset
Screen
Resolution
Refresh Rate
FOV
Audio

Battery

Dual 2.88" LCD panels
2448 x 2448 pixels per eye
(4896 x 2448 pixels combined)

Lightweight and quickly rechargeable with
Lithium-Polymer Gel chemistry
Tracking

90Hz
120°
Dual microphones with echo cancellation

Privacy Mode

Controllers
Sensors

Dual integrated microphones

G-Sensor, Gyroscope

Headset button
2x USB 3.2 Gen-1 Type-C peripheral ports

Input

AB / XY buttons

Bluetooth 5.2 + BLE

System / Menu buttons

Wi-Fi 6

Joystick

4x Tracking cameras, G-sensor,
Gyroscope, Proximity sensor

Ergonomics

Ergonomic Grip button
Analog Trigger button

(External USB-C port supports USB OTG

Sensors

Hall sensors on Trigger and Grip buttons
Capacitive sensors on Trigger, Joystick, and
Thumb-rest area

Hi-Res Certified 3.5mm audio jack output

Connections

VIVE Inside-out Tracking
Up to 7x7m play space recommended

2x Dual driver with patented directional
speaker design

Input

26.6Wh Battery – removable & swappable

Ergonomically curved battery module
mounted in the rear as counterweight
Magnetically-attached front gasket and rear
padding with easy to clean PU leather trim
150mm-wide facial interface
accommodates wide eyeglasses

Tracked Area Requirements
Standing /
Seated
Room-scale

Both available
Up to 7m x 7m play area recommended
Minimum play area is 1m x 1m (standing)

Eye comfort adjustment supporting IPD
range of 57mm to 72mm

*The battery claims herein may vary based on
feature and software configurations, app usage, and
other additional factors. Actual results may vary.

VIVE Business Streaming

VIVE Business Warranty & Services

Go beyond the graphics capability of
all-in-one VR headsets. Connect to
a PC to render more complex scenes
and visual-intensive applications for
cutting-edge VR performance.

Enterprise-grade support and services designed to protect your
investment
Keep your business running smoothly with VIVE Enterprise Business Warranty
& Services. The package includes a two-year limited commercial-use warranty,
support, and services. Features like next business-day email response, expedited
product repair, and dedicated phone and chat support minimize downtime.

**VIVE Business Warranty & Services (BWS) is intended for commercial customers only. Any activation by an individual for personal consumer use may be cancelled
or subject to revocation at HTC’s discretion. BWS may only be utilized by the original purchaser or acquirer and may not be resold, distributed, or otherwise transferred.
Registration required to activate your BWS products. By activating BWS products, you agree to be subject to the Terms and Conditions (https://business.vive.com/us/legal/).

